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Welcome to the July 2018 issue of The Bedford Group of the RoSPA Advanced Drivers and 
Riders Newsletter, and a special welcome to new members who recently joined the Group. 
 
Here are some of the contributions in this issue: 

 In case you had overlooked returning the GDPR Consent Form from the last issue of the 
Newsletter, and are now wondering why you have received this issue, it transpires on closer 
examination of the legislation that it wasn’t actually essential for a small organisation such as ours 
to use the Consent Form after all. Full story below. 

 The full facts on a much neglected part of our vehicles: the tyres. 

 The story of David Chamberlain, an erstwhile Associate Member of the Group, who has now 
graduated to Full membership after recently successfully passing his advanced driving test. 
Congratulations. (If you know of any other Associate who has recently passed the test, or is about 
to take it, please let me know the full details). 

 News of a new breathalyser that reduces the time to produce a breath test result, together with a 
sobering reminder of the law regarding drink driving. 

 News of the Greenwich evaluation of strange-looking automated “self-driving” test vehicles and the 
formation by the Law Societies of England, Scotland and Wales of a new study group investigating 
the changing legal and human requirements for “driving” such vehicles in the future. A lot to think 
about there. 

 
I hope you find this Newsletter interesting and informative. And, as usual, if you would like to 
contribute to the next issue, I would very much like to hear from you! 
 
Ian Wade, Newsletter Editor 
newsletter@roada-bedford.org.uk 

4 July 2018 
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EU General Data Protection Regulation 

Following the announcement of the new General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in our May 2018 
Newsletter, an iPlayer recording of an interesting radio 
programme on 27 April 2018 has come to light, at: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p065j8lj 

Here, BBC Radio 5 live presenters Sean Farrington 
and Rachel Burden put listeners’ GDPR questions to 
Deputy Information Commissioner Steve Wood. 

Much of the questioning related to the implications of 
GDPR on small organisations and clubs. To 
summarise how they affect our Group: Where a small 
club [such as ours] has already set up a relationship 
with its members, there is no need to ask the members 
for confirmation that they wish communication from the 
club to continue. 

Hence my earlier interpretation of GDPR (where we 
asked all members to confirm continued communic-
ation), while technically correct, is in practice not 
strictly necessary for our Group.  

So this requirement is now dropped, and, assuming 
you are a paid-up member of the Group, you will hear 
from us again after all! 

28 June 2018 

Ian Wade, Newsletter Editor 

 

Revised GDPR Notice to Members 
The EU-wide General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) came into effect on 25 May 2018.  

The GDPR is wide ranging in scope, covering many 
aspects of data protection, and is intended to apply to 
all organisations, large and small, commercial and 
“amateur” (hobbyist, special interest groups etc). 
Fortunately the Bedford Group of RoSPA Advanced 
Drivers and Riders (“the Group”) is regarded as a small 
special interest group, where GDPR compliance is 
relatively easy to achieve. 

In brief, three members of the Group have been 
nominated to be responsible for GDPR compliance: 
Stan Jones (Secretary), David Worgan (Treasurer) and 
Ian Wade (Newsletter Editor). These three individuals 
were chosen because they have access to the 
personal information of all Group members (name, 
address, phone numbers etc.). This information is 
required to maintain the membership list, to manage 
membership subscriptions and to mail out the 
Newsletter and other messages to members. 

Other than these three people, nobody else, inside or 
outside the Group, has access to any of your personal 
information. In the past it was never shared with 

anyone inside or outside the Group, and this will 
continue in the future. 

The information is stored securely on the PC/laptop of 
these three people. If it is required to pass the 
information between them (e.g. via an email message), 
the information will be encrypted to prevent 
unauthorised access.  

Members have the right to ask for sight of their 
personal information, and may request changes and/or 
removal of information at any time to/from Group 
records. 
 

  
Everything you wanted to know about tyres 
but were afraid to ask 

With one in five drivers admitting to driving on less-
than-ideal wheels, we answer your burning questions 
about tyres. 

 

When it comes to tyres, bald is not beautiful. Not only 
that, but it's pretty dangerous. Our latest research has 
revealed that one in five drivers are driving on tyres 
whose tread, while road legal, is below the 
recommended minimum depth. 

With that in mind we've looked at some common 
questions and misconceptions around tyres, so you 
don't have to. 

 

 

How low can my tyre tread go before I have to 
change the tyre? 

The minimum legal tread depth is 1.6mm across the 
central three-quarters of the tyre’s width, along the 
entire circumference. 
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But it’s generally agreed that you should change your 
tyres once the tread depth goes below 3mm. After that, 
the tyre’s efficiency and safety begin to become 
compromised. 

Is driving on bald tyres dangerous? 

It can be incredibly dangerous to drive on bald tyres. 

Since tyre tread is designed to improve your grip on 
the road, the lack of tread gives you less grip. 

This increases your stopping distance, increases your 
risk of a blowout, and increases the danger of 
aquaplaning on wet roads. 

If you're involved in an accident and it's later revealed 
that you had bald tyres, your insurer could void your 
claim and invalidate your policy. 

This is because the car would be deemed 
unroadworthy. The same would apply if your car failed 
its MOT - your car must be roadworthy to be covered. 

What happens if I’m caught driving on bald tyres?  

Not taking care of your tyres could have severe 
consequences. If you’re caught with tyre tread below 
the 1.6mm limit, you could get three points on your 
licence and be hit with a fine of up to £2,500. 
That’s per tyre. 

Driving on a full set of baldies could mean a £10,000 
fine and 12 points – enough for a driving ban. 

Is it really worth buying winter tyres? 

It’s a misconception that winter tyres are no good in 
the UK because we don’t get a great deal of snow. 
Winter tyres aren’t compulsory here like they are in 
places like Sweden and Austria. But winter tyres are 
also good in icy and wet road conditions – something 
we know all about. 

The added grip of winter tyres means that your 
stopping distance is about two-car-lengths better than 
normal when driving on wet roads. 

Are premium tyres worth the money? Are budget 
tyres safe? 

There’s a saying that goes: “Never cheap-out on the 
things that separate you from the ground – shoes, 
mattresses, tyres”. 

But when it comes to tyres, is it a case of ‘you get what 
you pay for’? 

Since all tyres have to conform to minimum safety 
standards before they can be sold, there’s little worry 
about budget tyres being unsafe.  

What you’re more likely to get with a premium tyre is 
that the company has spent more time and money on 
research and development. So in theory you should 
get a tyre that’ll last you longer. 

Should I rotate my tyres? 

There’s some conflicting advice around this. Goodyear 
recommends rotating your tyres every 6,000 miles 
because the ones at the front wear out faster than the 
ones at the back. 

On the other hand, Kwik-Fit says that it’s no longer 
good practice to rotate your tyres. This is largely due to 
the difference in recommended pressures between 
front and rear tyres. Having the wrong pressure in your 
tyres after swapping them could prove problematic.  

So what do you do? 
 
Craig Stein, owner of Stein's Garage, says:  

"If you drive a rear-wheel-drive car, you should 
not have to rotate your tyres. However, some 
models carry service manuals that directly 
recommend that it should be done eg Nissan 
Qashqai. 

"Generally speaking, front-wheel-drive cars 
should rotate their tyres as the speed in which 
the tyres wear down from front to back will be 
different." 

So it very much depends on your specific model. In 
any case, you should check your owner's manual 
before you decide either way. 

 

Is it true that over-inflating my tyres will improve 
fuel economy? 

No. 

This misconception stems from the advice that having 
under-inflated tyres reduces your fuel efficiency. If 
under inflation reduces fuel efficiency, then over 
inflation must improve it, right? 

In both cases, you’ll have less tyre surface in contact 
with the road. This can lead to longer breaking 
distances and added wear on the tyre itself. So not 
only will you reduce your fuel efficiency, you’ll wreck 
your tyres faster. 

The best thing you can do to improve your fuel 
efficiency is to inflate your tyres to the recommended 
pressure for your car. 

 

Are part-worn tyres safe? 

The main and arguably only reason to buy a set of 
part-worn tyres is to save money. However, part-worn 
and refurbished tyres usually aren’t under the same 
sort of scrutiny that new tyres are subject to. This 
means you’ll get a wide range of quality depending on 
where you get part-worn tyres from. An investigation 
by the National Tyre Distributor’s Alliance (NTDA) 
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revealed that 34% of part-worn tyres are dangerously 
damaged or non-compliant with current safety 
regulations. 

Thinking that part-worn tyres are a guaranteed money 
saver might be a false economy too. All new tyres 
have to have a minimum of 8mm of tread as standard. 
Part-worn tyres just need to have 2mm of tread. So 
you could be changing those part-worn tyres a lot 
sooner than you think. 

Do tyres protect a car from lightning strikes? 

It’s a long-standing urban myth that wearing rubber 
soles protects you from lightning. So the same applies 
to the rubber tyres in a car, yes? 

Not at all, and please don’t attempt to prove otherwise. 

Although rubber is an electrical insulator, it provides 
zero protection from the massive voltage of a lightning 
strike. 

But there is some truth in that being in a car during a 
lightning storm is safer than being outside. This is 
because the metal framework acts as a lightning rod 
and conducts the electrical charge into the ground. So 
long as you don’t touch any of the metal within the car, 
you’ll be safer than if you were stood outside. 

Courtesy: Drive Newsletter, confused.com 

 

David Chamberlain is in the News 

Congratulations are due to Bedford Group member 
David Chamberlain, on two fronts: 

1. On 30 May 2018 he was co-opted onto the Group 
committee. 

2. On 19 June 2018 he successfully passed the 
Advanced Driver’s test at the first attempt, gaining a 
grade Silver. 

David was born and brought up 
in London. He moved with his 
parents to Bedfordshire in the 
early 1960s. He left school at 16 
and took a 5-year engineering 
apprenticeship as a toolmaker. 
He held various positions within 
engineering throughout his 
working life. 

Now retired in Harlington, he 
enjoys driving, gardening, his 
allotment, DIY and the theatre. 
He is married to Jenny, and they 
have one son and two 
grandsons. 

 

 

As well as a two-page detailed report on all aspects of 
David’s advanced driving (including knowledge of the 
vehicle, cockpit drill, the system, observation, 
demeanour, brakes, steering, gear changing and many 
more items) he received this summary of overall 
comments. 

OVERALL COMMENTS 

I met David at Baldock service station where he produced a clean car 
inside and out. He gave a complete explanation of his car including a 
moving brake test. David drove off towards Baldock in a national 
speed limit area. He seemed a bit reluctant to get up to the maximum 
speed despite the conditions allowing it. This was the case throughout 
the test. He used gears nicely as was his mirror work and planned 
reasonably ahead. He also had a tendency to comfort brake at every 
bend when acceleration sense would have been better. David made 
good progress and moved the car along nicely. His commentary 
through Royston was ok but just needs more practice to project the 
view down the road, but a very good attempt for the first go. David’s 
overall driving was of a high standard which is a credit to his hard 
work, with more practice on the points raised David should achieve 
the higher grade. Well done. 

RESULT:  SILVER 

TEST DATE: 19 JUN 2018 

TEST AREA: NORTH HERTS 

EXAMINER: K M WILTON             RSE:   T GABB 

Finally, David thanks advanced driving tutors Steve 
Davy and Stan Jones for their encouragement and 
support in preparation for the test
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Drink Drivers Face Fast Justice via New 
Breathalyser 
By Stephen Turvil 

£350,000 competition to create a new breathalyser 
that closes the loophole that helps drink drivers 
escape conviction. 

 

Drink drive loophole explained 

The Government has launched a competition to 
create a new, more accurate, breathalyser so drink 
drivers that risk lives, cause mayhem, and tie up 
police resources face “swifter justice” at the 
roadside, The Department for Transport said. The 
purpose of the competition is to close a long term, 
well known, loophole that enables drunk drivers to 
escape the consequence of their behaviour. 

Consider a current scenario. A police officer stops a 
suspected drink driver then takes a breath sample 
via a mobile, roadside, breathalyser. This sample 
suggests the motorist is slightly over the drink drive 
limit. He is therefore arrested. However, the 
breathalyser is not accurate enough to convict the 
driver of any related offence. It simply reveals that a 
further test is required. 

The procedure, therefore, is to take the motorist to 
a police station and do another test via a static, 
more accurate, breathalyser. Alternatively, the 
officer requests a blood or urine sample. Such tests 
take time, of course. During this period, the 
suspect, therefore, gets sober enough to pass the 
second test (just). 

On this basis, the motorist cannot be charged with 
drink driving even though he was likely over the 
limit when stopped at the roadside. The 
Government, therefore, wants a new, more 
accurate, roadside breathalyser on the streets by 
2020 to eliminate any requirement to further test 
suspected offenders at police stations. 

 

 

Government champions new breathalyser 

 

Roads Minister Jesse Norman argued: “The drink 
drive limit helped give us one of the safest road 
networks in the world - but there is always more we 
can do. This new, mobile, breathalyser will enable 
the police to enforce the alcohol limit more 
rigorously”, he added. 

Drink drive facts 

There are further points to note: 
 The Government said motorists that “drive” 

or “attempt to drive” while “above the limit” 
or “unfit through drink” can receive a 
6-month custodial sentence, unlimited fine 
and a ban 

 In 2015 (latest figures), fewer people died 
on the roads as a result of drink driving 
than any year since records began 

 In 2016, 460,000 drivers took a breath test 
and 59,000 failed 

 In England, Wales, and Northern Ireland 
the drink drive limit is 35 micrograms of 
alcohol for each 100 millilitres of breath 

 In Scotland, the drink drive limit is 22 
micrograms of alcohol for each 100 
millilitres of breath 

 It is an offence to refuse to give a breath 
sample 

 The THINK! Safety Campaign said that 
alcohol “slows reaction times” and makes it 
harder to “judge distance and speed” 

Courtesy: Regit Newsletter, 19 June 2018 

 

Greg Simpson 

I have been informed by both Bryan Mason and 
Janice Circuit that our former friend and tutor Greg 
Simpson passed away in the early hours of 3 July 
2018. The funeral will be on 23 July at 11:30 at 
Milton Keynes Crematorium.  I plan to attend. 

Stan Jones 
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Government to review laws to prepare 
for self-driving vehicles 

The Government has commissioned a detailed 
review of driving laws as autonomous vehicles 
continue to be developed and tested. 

The three-year review by the Law Commission of 
England and Wales and the Scottish Law 
Commission will examine any legal obstacles to the 
widespread introduction of self-driving vehicles and 
highlight the need for regulatory reforms. 

The work will be crucial in examining how current 
driving laws designed with traditional motoring in 
mind can support the next generation of vehicles. 

 

An automated vehicle undergoing trials in Greenwich 

Key aspects considered will include adjusting 
traditional laws to reflect the fact that autonomous 
vehicles of the future will not have a “driver”, or 
perhaps even a steering wheel, like traditional cars, 
and some of the criminal offences involved. 

The Law Commissions’ joint project will examine 
difficult areas of law in order to develop a regulatory 
framework that is ready for self-driving vehicles. 
The project will review and answer key questions 
such as: 

 Who is the “driver” or responsible person, as 
appropriate? 

 How to allocate criminal and civil responsibility 
where there is some shared control in a human-
machine interface 

 The role of automated vehicles within public 
transport networks and emerging platforms for on-
demand passenger transport, car sharing and 
new business models providing mobility as a 
service 

 Whether there is a need for new criminal offences 
to deal with novel types of conduct and 
interference 

 What is the impact on other road users and how 
they can be protected from risk? 

RoSPA’s Head of Road Safety, Kevin Clinton, said: 
“Autonomous Vehicle technology is developing 
rapidly and will profoundly change the way we 
drive. It offers enormous benefits, including 
significantly reducing road casualties, improving 
mobility for people unable to drive ‘normal’ cars, 
and reducing congestion, fuel consumption and 
emissions. But there are also significant risks, 
especially during any transitional period when 
conventional vehicles, vehicles with Advanced 
Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) and ultimately 
fully autonomous vehicles, will be sharing our 
roads. 

“Thorough and ongoing reviews of driving laws and 
offences will also be needed to keep pace with 
autonomous vehicles, along with a review of the 
driver licensing regime, at some point.” 

Law Commissioner Nicholas Paines QC said: 
“British roads are already among the safest in the 
world and automated vehicles have the potential to 
make them even safer. Provided our laws are ready 
for them  We’ll now start consulting widely on how 
the law should work with this new technology and 
develop reforms which enable the use of self-
driving vehicles in the years to come.” 

The review was announced at the GATEway project 
in Greenwich (pictured opposite). The project, led 
by TRL, has worked on a number of trials and 
demonstrations, including an autonomous with 
Ocado and an automated valet parking trial. 

Rob Wallis, TRL’s chief executive officer, said: “We 
are seeing a global revolution in transport, 
transforming how we will travel in the future. 
Connectivity, electrification, automation and sharing 
mobility are the four main themes driving this 
innovation. Regulation, safety standards and 
vehicle insurance models all have a key part to play 
in enabling change, whilst giving society confidence 
that these new products and services can be 
introduced safely.” 

The GATEway project is now entering its final 
phase that will see a fleet of automated pods 
providing a shuttle service around the Greenwich 
Peninsula to understand public acceptance of, and 
attitudes towards, self-driving vehicles. 

Courtesy: RoSPA Care on the Road magazine, April 
2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 


